driving and pay attention to road conditions. Do not use this device while driving and secure all parts to avoid damage to the product caused by collision. The 418, 501, 510 is a Class I, Division 1, Group D, ATEX Zone 21 certified device using an advanced microelectronics technology to vaporize a special designed GRAS (generally recommended as safe) approved liquid that is contained in cartridges that are inserted into an atomizer. The main ingredients of the liquid are water and non-carcinogenic and non-toxic common legal food-and-taste additives.

**PRECAUTIONS**

Storage: The 418, 501, 510 and its supporting parts should be kept away from moisture and stored safely in a non-damp environment.

Preparation: Leave the atomizer without cartridge to dry for the night by storing the atomizer vertically on a paper towel or dry rack. Charge your Power supply at night.

**Maintenance:** The 418, 501, 510 should be maintained regularly. Clean the screws threads of the different parts such as atomizer, chargers and Power supply with a tissue dipped in purified unperfumed alcohol (please refer to your local drugstore). Clean screw thread will provide better electric conduction. Blow into the atomizer once a while to evacuate left over liquid. Remove cartridge at night. Put the atomizer to dry for the night on a dry rack. When the vapor diminishes significantly the Power supply needs to be charged. The 418, 501, 510 is powered by a 3.7 V special Power supply. The charger is specially adapted for 418, 501, 510 Power supply. The input voltage of the USB home charger is AC 100V-240V 50/60Hz. The input voltage of the USB car charger is DC12V-24V. The input voltage of the USB Power supply computer charger is DC5V. Pay attention to the voltage of this local voltage to be in accordance with that of the 418, 501, 510 charger.

1. Wall Charger Adaptor with USB connector
2. USB Charger
3. Screw battery to USB charger for charge
4. Connecting USB port for charge
OPTIONAL USE CHARGER CABLE

Screw the dedicated Power supply in the optional USB charger cable. Insert the USB charger cable into the USB port of your computer, USB Home Charger, USB car charger. Do not charge Power supply outdoors or in a damp environment. Keep all parts out of children’s reach.

STRUCTURE
The body is an integrated stainless steel shell structure, containing a Power supply, a manual switch, an atomization chamber and a cartridge.

CAUTION:
We do not accept any warranty/indemnity claims in case of wrong usage. If you are carrying the 418, 501 510 with you, please carry it separately in order to avoid scratches or damage due to collision with other parts such as keys or mobile phones. The use of any un-dedicated components will lead to malfunction and damage of this product. The use of other than 418, 501, 510 cartridges or the use of liquid other than 418, 501, 510 liquid will damage the atomizer beyond repair. Please dispose of old Power supply in your local Power supply recycling collection point. When driving, please ensure your strict compliance with the relevant laws and regulations of the country or region where you are staying. Be concentrated on...